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Description

[0001] The embodiments discussed herein are related
to a computing device, a process control method, and a
process control program.
[0002] Many central processing units (CPUs) have
arithmetic units, such as floating point units (FPUs) or
the like. For example, this type of CPU holds a state reg-
ister that indicates whether an FPU is being used and
executes exception handling if the CPU executes an in-
struction that uses an FPU in a context that is not being
used by the FPU.
[0003] Furthermore, in an Operating System (OS) that
supports multi processes, switching of processes using
a CPU periodically occurs or occurs due to an event trig-
ger. In accordance with the switching of the processes,
the OS executes the switching of contexts (hereinafter,
sometimes referred to as a context switch). For example,
in order to resume a process in the future that is originally
being executed in a CPU, the OS stores, in a memory,
information that is stored in a register of the CPU; reads,
from the memory, the information that is used by a proc-
ess that is newly assigned; and restores the read infor-
mation into the register.
[0004] Furthermore, at the time of context switch, the
register in which saving or restoration of information oc-
curs is referred to as a context register. For example,
state registers or the like that manage the state of FPUs
registers or context used at the time of arithmetic oper-
ation performed by FPUs are known as context registers.

Patent Document 1: Japanese National Publication
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Patent Document 2: International Publication Pam-
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[0005] However, with the technology described above,
it takes time to switch contexts. For example, with the
CPU architecture having a large number of context reg-
isters, because an amount of saving or restoration is in-
creased and the number of accesses to a memory is
accordingly increased, it remarkably takes much more
time.
[0006] Accordingly, it is desirable to provide a comput-
ing device, a process control method, and a process con-
trol program that can reduce the time taken to perform a
context switch.
[0007] Aspects of embodiments provide computing de-
vices, process control methods, and computer-readable
recording media having stored therein process control
programs, all as defined in the claims. The claims define
the scope of the invention.
[0008] The invention is now described, by way of ex-
ample only, with reference to the following figures, in
which:

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram illustrating an example
of the overall configuration of a computing device
according to a first embodiment;
FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram illustrating an example
of the hardware configuration of the computing de-
vice according to the first embodiment;
FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram illustrating an example
of a register use plan;
FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram illustrating an FPU
register;
FIG. 5 is a functional block diagram illustrating the
functional configuration of the computing device ac-
cording to the first embodiment;
FIG. 6 is a flowchart illustrating the flow of restoration
processing performed on a register;
FIG. 7 is a flowchart illustrating the flow of saving
processing performed on the register;
FIG. 8 is a flowchart illustrating the flow of restoration
destination selection processing;
FIG. 9 is a schematic diagram illustrating a specific
example of register arrangement when a process 1
is executed;
FIG. 10 is a schematic diagram illustrating a specific
example of a register use plan for the process 1 and
a process 2;
FIG. 11 is a schematic diagram illustrating an exam-
ple of the saving in another register group;
FIG. 12 is a schematic diagram illustrating an exam-
ple of the saving in a memory; and
FIG. 13 is a schematic diagram illustrating a control
example of a plurality of processes.

[0009] Preferred embodiments will be explained with
reference to accompanying drawings. Furthermore, the
present invention is not limited to the embodiments. The
embodiments can be appropriately used in combination
as long as processes do not conflict with each other.

[a] First Embodiment

Overall configuration

[0010] FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram illustrating an ex-
ample of the overall configuration of a computing device
according to a first embodiment. A computing device 10
illustrated in FIG. 1 is an example of a computer that
includes a memory 12 and an FPU register 13c (herein-
after, sometimes simply referred to as a register). The
memory 12 is an example of a storage device that stores
therein data, a program, or the like that is used when
various kinds of processing are executed and the FPU
register 13c is an example of a register that is used for
floating-point arithmetic. In below, a description will be
given of an FPU register as an example; however, the
configuration is not limited to this and another register,
such as an integer register or the like, can also execute
the same processing.
[0011] Furthermore, the computing device 10 supports
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multi processes and a plurality of processes share a proc-
essor. Thus, the computing device 10 executes, period-
ically or due to an event, the switching of the processes
that use a CPU and executes a context switch at this
time. Namely, the computing device 10 executes, in ac-
cordance with the switching of the processes, the saving
or the restoration of the information stored in the FPU
register 13c.
[0012] Specifically, as illustrated in FIG. 1, the comput-
ing device 10 includes four FPU registers 13c indicated
by A, B, C, and D. The symbol indicated by 1-A or the
like illustrated in FIG. 1 represents information in the reg-
ister used by a process and represents, in a case of 1-
A, the information in the register A for the process 1.
[0013] Furthermore, the computing device 10 holds a
list of the register use plans for each of the process 1,
the process 2, and a process 3. Specifically, in the list of
the register use plan, the information that specifies that
the process 1 that is executed first uses a register A, the
process 2 that is executed subsequent to the process 1
uses a register B, and the process 3 that is executed
subsequent to the process 2 uses the registers A and B
is held.
[0014] In this state, first, the computing device 10 ex-
ecutes the process 1 that uses information (1-A) stored
in the register A. Then, the computing device 10 executes
a context switch 1-2 in accordance with the switching
from the process 1 to the process 2. At this time, because
the process 2 uses the register B, the computing device
10 reads information (2-B) stored in the memory 12 and
restores the information (2-B) into the register B.
[0015] Then, in accordance with the switching from the
process 2 to the process 3, the computing device 10 ex-
ecutes the context switch 2-3. At this time, because the
process 3 uses the register A and the register B, the
computing device 10 saves the information (1-A) stored
in the register A and the information (2-B) stored in the
register B.
[0016] Then, the computing device 10 detects a regis-
ter that is not used by the process 3 and saves, in the
detected register, the information (1-A) stored in the reg-
ister A and the information (2-B) stored in the register B.
[0017] Specifically, the computing device 10 detects a
register C and a register D, from among the registers A
to D, as the registers that are not used by the process 3
that is targeted for the switching. Then, the computing
device 10 saves, in the detected register C, the informa-
tion (1-A) that is stored in the register A and saves, in the
detected register D, the information (2-B) that is stored
in the register B. Namely, the computing device 10 saves
the information in the register that is not used by the sub-
sequent process. Then, the computing device 10 reads
information (3-A) stored in the memory 12, restores the
information into the register A, reads information (3-B)
stored in the memory 12, and restores the information
into the register B.
[0018] In this way, when the computing device 10
saves the information in the register at the time of a con-

text switch, if a register that is not used by a subsequent
process is present, the computing device 10 saves the
information in the subject register instead of the memory.
Consequently, the computing device 10 can decrease
the number of memory accesses and reduce the time
taken to switch contexts.

Hardware configuration

[0019] FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram illustrating an ex-
ample of the hardware configuration of the computing
device according to the first embodiment. As illustrated
in FIG. 2, the computing device 10 includes an input-
output device 11, the memory 12, and a processor 13.
Furthermore, the hardware illustrated here is an example
and, for example, another type of hardware, such as a
hard disk, storage medium reader device, or the like, may
also be used.
[0020] The input-output device 11 is a device that re-
ceives an input of various kinds of information and that
outputs various kinds of information and is, for example,
a mouse or a display. The memory 12 stores therein var-
ious kinds of information and is a storage device corre-
sponding to the save destination of the context switch.
Furthermore, the memory 12 includes therein a structure
storage area 12a.
[0021] The structure storage area 12a is a memory ar-
ea that stores therein the process structure that is created
when a process is executed and that is deleted when the
process is ended. The process structure is created for
each process and holds information related to each of
the processes. Specifically, the process structure stores
therein the process structure including a process
number, a register save area, memory management in-
formation, file management information, and a pointer to
a register use plan.
[0022] Here, the process number is information that
identifies a process. The save area is an area that is
included in the memory 12 and that serves as the save
destination of the information stored in the register in ac-
cordance with the context switch. Furthermore, in the reg-
ister save area, a program counter is also stored. The
memory management information stores therein the as-
sociation relationship between virtual addresses and
physical addresses in the memory 12. The file manage-
ment information stores therein information or the like on
a file in which a process is opened. The pointer to the
register use plan is an access pointer to a register use
plan that is loaded in the memory 12 or the like by an
execution unit 22, which will be described later, when the
execution unit 22 executes a program.
[0023] In the following, a register use plan will be de-
scribed. FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram illustrating an ex-
ample of a register use plan. The example of the register
use plan illustrated in FIG. 3 includes the "starting ad-
dress of a function and a bit map of a use register".
[0024] The "starting address of a function" is the start-
ing virtual address whose length is defined per architec-
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ture and that is positioned at the top of the function in-
cluded in a process. The "use register" is information that
specifies a register that is used by a function. Here, the
"use register" indicates whether a bit map represented
by 1 bit for each register group is used. In this example,
8 bits are assigned; however, an arbitrary number may
also be set in the register group.
[0025] The first line illustrated in FIG. 3 indicates that
the function starting from "0x1000" plans to use the reg-
ister group A and the register group B and the second
line indicates that the function starting from "0x2000"
plans to use the register group A and the register group
D. Furthermore, in the embodiment, for convenience of
explanation, there may be a case of describing with an
example in which a process name is associated instead
of the starting address of a function.
[0026] The processor 13 is a processing unit that man-
ages the entirety of the computing device 10 and is, for
example, a central processing unit (CPU), or the like. The
processor 13 includes an arithmetic unit 13a, an integer
register 13b, an FPU register 13c, and a cache memory
13d. Furthermore, the processor 13 includes, in addition
to the hardware illustrated in the drawing, an FPU state
register (not illustrated) that manages the current state
of the FPU register 13c. Namely, the processor 13 up-
dates the FPU state register in accordance with the up-
date every time the processor 13 updates the state of
the FPU register 13c. In this way, the processor 13 man-
ages the state of the current context by using the FPU
state register.
[0027] The arithmetic unit 13a is a device that executes
integer arithmetic, floating-point arithmetic, or the like.
The integer register 13b is a register that is used for the
integer arithmetic. The FPU register 13c is a register that
is used for floating-point arithmetic. The cache memory
13d is a high-speed memory that stores therein data or
the like that is frequently used.
[0028] In the embodiment, the processor 13 divides
the FPU register 13c into a plurality of groups and man-
ages, as the management of the context, a state by de-
termining whether the FPU register 13c is used for each
of the groups, instead of determining whether the entirety
of the FPU register 13c is used. Furthermore, in the em-
bodiment, this group is sometimes referred to as a reg-
ister group.
[0029] FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram illustrating an
FPU register 13c. As illustrated in FIG. 4, the processor
13 divides the FPU register 13c with a total of 128 reg-
isters into groups with 32 registers and each of the groups
is managed by the FPU state register. Namely, the proc-
essor 13 executes the management of the context by
using the register group A, the register group B, the reg-
ister group C, and the register group D each of which
includes therein 32 registers. Furthermore, the number
of divisions or each of the number described here is an
example and is not limited to this. Furthermore, the FPU
state register is a register that holds information indicat-
ing whether each of the register groups is used by the

current process, i.e., information indicating whether in-
formation that is stored in each of the register groups is
the information for the current process. This FPU state
register is updated every time a user of the FPU register
13c is changed.
[0030] Furthermore, the processor 13 executes the FP
owner (Lazy FPU Switching) function and manages each
of the register groups by using the FP owner function.
Instead of performing the saving or the restoration of the
FPU register 13c at the time of context switch, by per-
forming the postponement to the timing at which a pro-
gram actually uses the FPU, the FP owner function short-
ens the time taken to perform a context switch regarding
the program that does not use the FPU. Furthermore,
the owner of the FPU is defined independent of the proc-
ess that is being processed in the processor 13. Conse-
quently, even if the timing that is independently of the
context switch is used, the process at the save destina-
tion of the FPU register 13c can be specified. Further-
more, as an example, the reference information that is
defined by the FP owner function and that is associated
with the owner for each FPU is stored in a reference
memory or the like.

Functional configuration

[0031] FIG. 5 is a functional block diagram illustrating
the functional configuration of the computing device ac-
cording to the first embodiment. As illustrated in FIG. 5,
the processor 13 in the computing device 10 includes the
FPU register 13c, a compiling unit 21, the execution unit
22, and a switching unit 23. Furthermore, the FPU reg-
ister 13c has been described with reference to FIG. 2 or
the like; a description thereof in detail will be omitted. The
compiling unit 21, the execution unit 22, and the switching
unit 23 are example of the process executed by the proc-
essor 13 or examples of the electronic circuits included
in the processor 13.
[0032] The compiling unit 21 is a processing unit that
compiles a program in which the execution content is
described as each process. For example, the compiling
unit 21 compiles the program and creates execution bi-
nary data.
[0033] At this point, the compiling unit 21 calculates,
regarding each of the processes, the list of the register
groups used for each function and creates a register use
plan illustrated in FIG. 3. Then, the compiling unit 21 em-
beds the created register use plan in the header of the
execution binary data. Furthermore, the compiling unit
21 is an example of a creating unit.
[0034] The execution unit 22 is a processing unit that
executes a process. Specifically, the execution unit 22
executes the execution binary data created by the com-
piling unit 21 and executes a startup, a stop, a switch of
each of the process. Furthermore, when the execution
unit 22 executes a process, the execution unit 22 creates
the process structure associated with the subject proc-
ess. Furthermore, when the execution unit 22 executes
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the execution binary data, the execution unit 22 reads
the register use plan from the header of the execution
binary data and loads the register use plan in the memory
12.
[0035] Specifically, the execution unit 22 reads the ex-
ecution binary data constituted by the register use plan
and the program main body and loads the program main
body in the memory 12. Subsequently, the execution unit
22 secures the area for storing the register use plan in
the memory 12 and loads the register use plan that is
read from the header of the execution binary data into
the secured area. Then, the execution unit 22 adds the
pointer to the area in which the register use plan is stored
to the process structure. Furthermore, the execution unit
22 stores the program counter in the process structure
in accordance with the execution, the stopping, or the
like of each of the processes.
[0036] The switching unit 23 is a processing unit that
includes a detecting unit 24, a saving unit 25, and a re-
storing unit 26 and that saves or restores the information
stored in the FPU register 13c when the context switch
is executed by these units in accordance with the switch-
ing of a process.
[0037] The detecting unit 24 is a processing unit that
detects a save destination or a restoration destination of
the information when the context switch is executed due
to the occurrence of the switching of a process. Specifi-
cally, if information related to the register group that is
accessed by a process is not stored, the detecting unit
24 detects the information targeted for the restoration
and then restores or saves the subject information.
[0038] For example, by referring to the FPU state reg-
ister, the FPU owner information, or the like, the detecting
unit 24 determines whether the subject register group is
being used and, if the subject register group is not being
used, the detecting unit 24 requests the restoring unit 26
to execute the restoration processing by indicating the
subject register group as the restoration destination. At
this time, the detecting unit 24 may also notify the restor-
ing unit 26 of the information that specifies the target
register group or the process that is being executed.
[0039] In contrast, if the subject register group is being
used, the detecting unit 24 detects the save destination
register group that is not used by the subsequent proc-
ess. Specifically, by using the use state of the FPU reg-
ister 13c, the order of the process dispatch of the current
and the next time slice, and the list of registers that are
used by the processes at the next time slice, the detecting
unit 24 detects a register group that is not used by the
next process.
[0040] Furthermore, the use state of the FPU register
13c can be acquired from the FPU state register that is
updated by the execution unit 22 every time the context
switch is executed. Furthermore, the order of the process
dispatch can be acquired from a process scheduler of
the OS kernel. Furthermore, the list of the registers is the
register use plan that is loaded in the memory 12.
[0041] In the following, a specific example of the de-

tection processing will be described. As an example, a
description will be given with an example in which, in a
state in which the process 2, the process 1, and the proc-
ess 2 are scheduled, a process is changed from the proc-
ess 2 to the process 1. Furthermore, it is assumed that,
at the timing at which the information in the register group
C is used by the process 1, the information that is used
by the process 2 is stored in the register group C and it
is assumed that the saving target is the register group C.

Switching technique 1

[0042] For example, the detecting unit 24 selects a reg-
ister group that is not used by the switched process as
the save destination and selects, if no register group that
is not used by the switched process is present, the mem-
ory 12 as the save destination.
[0043] For example, the detecting unit 24 specifies,
from the process structure of the process 1 of the infor-
mation in the FPU state register, that the register group
that is used by the process 1 that is supposed to be
switched is the register group A, the register group B,
and the register group C. Namely, the detecting unit 24
specifies that the switched process 1 does not use the
register group D and then sets the register group D as
the save destination.
[0044] Then, the detecting unit 24 notifies the saving
unit 25 that the register group targeted for the saving is
the register group C and that the register group that is
the save destination is the register group D. At this time,
the detecting unit 24 may also notify the saving unit 25
that the process of the execution target is the process 1.

Switching technique 2

[0045] For example, the detecting unit 24 selects, from
among the register groups that are not used by the
switched process, the register group that is not used by
further subsequent process as the register group save
destination and selects, if no subject register group is
present, the memory 12 as the save destination.
[0046] For example, the detecting unit 24 specifies,
from the process structure of the process 1 or the infor-
mation in the FPU state register, that the register group
that is used by the process 1 to be switched is the register
group A, the register group B, and the register group C.
Furthermore, the detecting unit 24 specifies, from the
process scheduler, that the subsequent process is the
process 2. Then, the detecting unit 24 extracts, from the
process structure associated with the process 2, the pro-
gram counter and the pointer to the register use plan.
[0047] Then, the detecting unit 24 reads the register
use plan for the process 2 from the memory 12 by using
the pointer and specifies, by using the program counter,
the function that is subsequently executed and the reg-
ister group that is used by the subject function.
[0048] Here, if the register groups that are used when
the process 2 is dispatched next time are the register
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group A and the register group B, the detecting unit 24
specifies the register group D that is not used by the
subsequent process as the save destination. Then, the
detecting unit 24 notifies the saving unit 25 that the reg-
ister group that is targeted for the saving is the register
group C and the register group that is the save destination
is the register group D. At this time, the detecting unit 24
may also notify the saving unit 25 that the process that
is the execution target is the process 1.
[0049] Furthermore, if the register groups that are used
when the process 2 is dispatched next time are the reg-
ister group A, the register group C, and the register group
D, the detecting unit 24 specifies that no register group
corresponding to the save destination is present. Then,
the detecting unit 24 notifies the saving unit 25 that the
register group targeted for the saving is the register group
C and no save destination register group is present. At
this time, the detecting unit 24 may also notify the saving
unit 25 that the process of the execution target is the
process 1.
[0050] The saving unit 25 is a processing unit that
saves the information stored in the FPU register 13c in
accordance with the context switch. Specifically, the sav-
ing unit 25 saves, in the save destination register group
or the memory 12, the information that is already stored
in the register group that is used by a new process.
[0051] For example, it is assumed that the saving unit
25 receives, from the detecting unit 24, information indi-
cating that the register group targeted for the saving is
the register group C, indicating that the register group of
the save destination is the register group D, and indicting
that the target process is the process 1.
[0052] At this time, the saving unit 25 refers to the FPU
state register and determines whether the information is
stored in the register group D that is the save destination.
Here, if the information is not stored in the register group
D, the saving unit 25 saves, in the register group D, the
information is stored in the register group C targeted for
the saving.
[0053] In contrast, if the information is stored in the
register group D that is the save destination, the saving
unit 25 refers to the FPU owner information in the memory
and specifies that the process that uses the subject in-
formation is the process 2. Then, the saving unit 25 saves
the information stored in the register group D in a register
save area of the process structure of the process 2.
Thereafter, the saving unit 25 stores, in the register group
D, the information that is stored in the register group C.
Furthermore, when the saving unit 25 saves the informa-
tion in the process structure, the saving unit 25 can store,
in associated manner, the information that specifies in-
formation related to which of the registers.
[0054] Furthermore, it is assumed that the saving unit
25 receives, from the detecting unit 24, information indi-
cating that the register group targeted for the saving is
the register group C, indicating that no save destination
register group is present, and indicating that the process
of the execution target is the process 1.

[0055] In this case, the saving unit 25 refers to the FPU
owner information and specifies that the process that us-
es the information that is already stored in the register
group C that is obtained before the context is switched
is the process 2. Then, the saving unit 25 stores the in-
formation stored in the register group C in the register
save area of the process structure that is associated with
the process 2. Furthermore, when the saving unit 25
saves the information, the saving unit 25 can store the
information by associating the information that specifies
the information related to which of the registers.
[0056] After the processing described above, the sav-
ing unit 25 notifies the restoring unit 26 that the restoration
instruction to the register group C in which the information
has already been saved and the process targeted for the
execution is the process 1.
[0057] The restoring unit 26 is a processing unit that
executes restoration from the memory 12 to the FPU reg-
ister 13c in accordance with the context switch. Specifi-
cally, the restoring unit 26 restores the subject informa-
tion into the register group, from the memory 12, that is
used by a new process.
[0058] In the example described above, it is assumed
that the restoring unit 26 receives a notification from the
detecting unit 24 indicating that the subject register group
C that is used by the running process 1 is not used. In
this case, the restoring unit 26 refers to the process struc-
ture of the notified process 1, refers to the FPU owner
information and the FPU state register, and specifies the
destination of storage for the subject information. Then,
if the information is stored in the process structure, the
restoring unit 26 reads the subject information from the
register save area and restores the information into the
notified register group C. Furthermore, if the information
is stored in another register group, the restoring unit 26
reads the subject information from the other register
group restores the information into the register group C.
[0059] Furthermore, if the restoring unit 26 receives an
instruction to restore the information into the register
group C from the saving unit 25, the restoring unit 26
reads the subject information from the register save area
in the process structure of the subject process 1 and
stores the information in the register group C.

Flow of the processing

[0060] In the following, each of the pieces of the
processing performed by the computing device will be
described. Here, the restoration processing, the saving
processing, and the restoration destination selection
processing will be described.

Flow of the restoration processing

[0061] FIG. 6 is a flowchart illustrating the flow of res-
toration processing performed on a register. As illustrated
in FIG. 6, if a context switch occurs in accordance with
the switching of processes, the detecting unit 24 deter-
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mines whether the register group that is the restoration
target is the register group that was used in the past (Step
S101). For example, the detecting unit 24 performs the
determination by using, for example, a register use plan
associated with the process that is being executed.
[0062] Subsequently, if the register group that is the
restoration target is the register group that was used in
the past (Yes at Step S101), the detecting unit 24 deter-
mines whether the register group targeted for the resto-
ration is being used (Step S102). For example, the de-
tecting unit 24 performs the determination by using, for
example, the FPU state register or the like.
[0063] Then, if the detecting unit 24 determines that
the register group targeted for the restoration is being
used (Yes at Step S102), the detecting unit 24 and the
saving unit 25 execute the saving processing (Step
S103).
[0064] In contrast, if the detecting unit 24 determines
that the register group targeted for the restoration is not
being used (No at Step S 102), the restoring unit 26 de-
termines whether the information related to the restora-
tion target has already been saved in another register
group (Step S104). For example, the restoring unit 26
performs the determination by using the FPU state reg-
ister or the like.
[0065] Then, if the information related to the restoration
target has already been saved in another register group
(Yes at Step S104), the restoring unit 26 restores the
information between the registers (Step S105). For ex-
ample, the restoring unit 26 restores the information by
storing the subject information in the target register group
from the register group in which the information related
to the restoration target is stored. Then, the restoring unit
26 marks, regarding the FPU state register, register
group that was the save source with "unused" (Step
S106).
[0066] Furthermore, at Step S104, if the information
that is the restoration target has not already been saved
in another register group (No at Step S104), the restoring
unit 26 reads the subject information from the memory
12 and restores the subject information in the target reg-
ister group (Step S107). For example, the restoring unit
26 reads the subject information from the register save
area in the process structure associated with the subject
process and stores the subject information in the target
register group.
[0067] Furthermore, at Step S101, if the register group
that is the restoration target is not the register group that
was used in the past (No at Step S101), the detecting
unit 24 determines whether the register group that is the
restoration target is being used (Step S108).
[0068] Then, if the detecting unit 24 determines that
the register group that is the restoration target is being
used (Yes at Step S108), the detecting unit 24 and the
saving unit 25 execute the saving processing (Step
S109). In contrast, if the detecting unit 24 determines that
the register group that is the restoration target is not being
used (No at Step S108), the restoring unit 26 stores the

initial value, such as 0 or the like, in the subject register
group (Step S110).

Flow of the saving processing

[0069] FIG. 7 is a flowchart illustrating the flow of saving
processing performed on the register. Furthermore, this
processing is executed at Step S103 or S109 illustrated
in FIG. 6.
[0070] As illustrated in FIG. 7, when the detecting unit
24 starts the saving processing (Yes at Step S201), the
detecting unit 24 executes the save destination selection
processing (Step S202).
[0071] Thereafter, if it is determined that, from the re-
sult of the restoration destination selection processing,
the save destination is the register group (Yes at Step
S203), the saving unit 25 writes the information stored in
the register group at the save destination to the memory
12 (Step S204). For example, the saving unit 25 writes
the information stored in the register group at the save
destination into the process structure of the subject proc-
ess.
[0072] Thereafter, the saving unit 25 saves the infor-
mation, which is stored in the register group functioning
as the save target, in the register group that was specified
as the save destination (Step S205).
[0073] In contrast, if it is determined that, from the result
of the restoration destination selection processing, the
save destination is not the register group but is the mem-
ory 12 (No at Step S203), the saving unit 25 saves, in
the memory 12, the information stored in the register
group functioning as the save target (Step S206). For
example, the saving unit 25 writes the information stored
in the register group functioning as the save target into
the process structure of the subject process.

Flow of the restoration destination selection processing

[0074] FIG. 8 is a flowchart illustrating the flow of res-
toration destination selection processing. Furthermore,
this process is executed at Step S202 illustrated in FIG.
7. Here, a description will be given by using another ex-
ample that is different from the example described above.
[0075] As illustrated in FIG. 8, if the detecting unit 24
determines that the process 1 that is the execution target
uses the register group A (Yes at Step S301), the detect-
ing unit 24 refers to the FPU state register or the like and
determines whether the register group A is being used
(Step S302).
[0076] If the detecting unit 24 determines that the reg-
ister group A is not being used (No at Step S302), the
detecting unit 24 determines to use the register group A
without changing anything (Step S303).
[0077] In contrast, if the detecting unit 24 determines
that the register group A is being used (Yes at Step S302),
the detecting unit 24 refers to the FPU owner information,
the FPU state register, or the like and determines that
the process that currently uses the register group A is
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the process 2 (Step S304).
[0078] Subsequently, the detecting unit 24 acquires
the list of the register groups used by the process 1 that
is the execution target from the subject process structure
(Step S305). Then, the detecting unit 24 inverts the ac-
quired list of the register groups and specifies the list of
the unused register groups of the process 1 as the can-
didate register (Step S306).
[0079] Thereafter, the detecting unit 24 acquires, from
the process scheduler or the like, the list of the processes
scheduled by the time at which the process 2 is dis-
patched again (Step S307). Subsequently, the detecting
unit 24 acquires the register use plan of each of the ac-
quired processes by using the pointers stored in the proc-
ess structure (Step S308).
[0080] Then, the detecting unit 24 selects a single can-
didate register and sets the selected candidate register
as the register group X (Step S309). Furthermore, the
detecting unit 24 selects a single process from the list of
the processes scheduled by the time at which the process
2 is dispatched again and sets the selected process as
the process Y (Step S310).
[0081] Thereafter, the detecting unit 24 refers to the
register use plan and determines whether the process Y
uses the register group X (Step S311). Here, the detect-
ing unit 24 determines that the process Y does not use
the register group X (No at Step S311), the detecting unit
24 determines whether an untreated process is present
from among the processes acquired at Step S307 (Step
S312).
[0082] Then, if an untreated process is present (Yes
at Step S312), the detecting unit 24 repeats the process
at Step S310 and the subsequent processes. In contrast,
if an untreated process is not present (No at Step S312),
the detecting unit 24 determines the register group X as
the save destination of the register group A (Step S313).
Furthermore, if a plurality of register groups X is specified,
the detecting unit 24 can select an arbitrary register group
X.
[0083] Then, the saving unit 25 saves the information
stored in the register group X in the memory 12 and saves
the information stored in the register group A in the reg-
ister group X (Step S314).
[0084] In contrast, if the detecting unit 24 determines
that the process Y uses the register group X (Yes at Step
S311), the detecting unit 24 determines whether an un-
treated process candidate register is present (Step
S315).
[0085] Then, if the detecting unit 24 determines that
an untreated process candidate register is present (Yes
at Step S315), the detecting unit 24 performs the process
at Step S309 and the subsequent processes. In contrast,
if the detecting unit 24 determines that an untreated proc-
ess candidate register is not present (No at Step S315),
the saving unit 25 saves the information stored in the
register group A into the memory 12 (Step S316).

Specific example

[0086] In the following, specific examples of saving or
restoring a register at the time of context switch will be
described with reference to FIGS. to 12. The specific ex-
ample illustrated below is an example in which a context
switch occurs, at the timing at which the register group
C is used, in the process 1 that is executed after a process
is switched. Furthermore, it is assumed that, after the
process 1, the process 2 is to be dispatched again.
[0087] FIG. 9 is a schematic diagram illustrating a spe-
cific example of register arrangement when a process 1
is executed. As illustrated in FIG. 9, in the FPU register
13c, four register groups, i.e., the register group A to the
register group D, are present. The process 1 uses the
register group A, the register group B, and the register
group C that are the shaded portions. Furthermore, in
the register group C, information for the process 2 is
stored and, in the register group D, information is not
stored. Accordingly, here, a save of the register group C
occurs.
[0088] Furthermore, if the switched process 1 saves
the register group C when the process 1 is being execut-
ed, the computing device 10 may also save, as the save
destination, the register group D that is not used by the
process 1 (switching technique 1 described above). How-
ever, here, further considering the register use plan of
the subsequent process, a saving technique that is more
effective (switching technique 2 described above) will be
described.
[0089] In the memory 12, information (1-C) that is used
by the process 1 in the register group C and the informa-
tion (1-D) that is used by the process 1 in the register
group D are stored. Furthermore, here, for convenience
of explanation, the diagram stored in the memory 12 is
illustrated; however, to be precise, the information is
stored in the register save area of the process structure
of the process 1 provided in the memory 12.
[0090] FIG. 10 is a schematic diagram illustrating a
specific example of a register use plan for the process 1
and the process 2. As illustrated in FIG. 10, regarding
each of the processes, the starting address of a function
is associated with each of the register groups and stored.
The black dots illustrated in FIG. 10 indicate the use of
the respective register groups. For example, the black
dots indicate that the function specified by the range of
the virtual addresses "0x1000" to "0x2000" in the process
1 use the register groups A and C.

Specific example 1: saving in the registers

[0091] In the following, a saving example between reg-
isters will be described. FIG. 11 is a schematic diagram
illustrating an example of the saving in another register
group. First, as illustrated in FIG. 9, when the process 1
uses the register group C, because the information for
the process 2 is stored, a context switch occurs. Then,
the detecting unit 24 sets the register group D that is not
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used by the process 1 that is being executed as a can-
didate register.
[0092] Then, the detecting unit 24 specifies that the
program counter of the process 2 is "0x3A04" on the basis
of the process structure of the subsequent process 2.
Then, as illustrated in FIG. 10, on the basis of the register
use plan of the process 2 and the program counter
"0x3A04" the detecting unit 24 specifies that the resume
point when the process 2 is dispatched next is "P". Ac-
cordingly, the detecting unit 24 specifies that the register
groups that are used when the process 2 is dispatched
next are A and B.
[0093] Consequently, as illustrated in FIG. 11, be-
cause the register group D, which is a candidate register
at the save destination, is not used by the subsequent
process 2, the detecting unit 24 determines that the reg-
ister group D is a free register group and decides the
register group D as the save destination. Then, because
no information is stored in the register group D at the
save destination, the saving unit 25 save the information
in the register group C targeted for the saving into the
register group D. Thereafter, the restoring unit 26 re-
stores the information (1-C) stored in the memory 12 into
the register group C that has already been saved.

Specific example 2: saving in the registers

[0094] In the following, a saving example to the mem-
ory 12 will be described. FIG. 12 is a schematic diagram
illustrating an example of the saving in a memory. First,
as illustrated in FIG. 9, because the information for the
process 2 is stored when the process 1 uses the register
group C, a context switch occurs. Then, the detecting
unit 24 sets the register group D that is not used by the
process 1 that is being executed as a candidate register.
[0095] Then, the detecting unit 24 specifies, from the
process structure of the subsequent process 2, that the
program counter of the process 2 is "0x7220". Subse-
quently, as illustrated in FIG. 10, the detecting unit 24
specifies, from the register use plan of the process 2 and
the program counter "0x7220", that the resume point
when the process 2 is dispatched next is "Q". According-
ly, the detecting unit 24 specifies that the register groups
that are used when the process 2 is dispatched next are
A, C, and D.
[0096] Consequently, as illustrated in FIG. 12, be-
cause the register group D that is a candidate register is
used by the subsequent process 2, the detecting unit 24
determines that no free register group is present and de-
cides that the save destination is the memory 12. Then,
the saving unit 25 saves the information in the register
group C targeted for the saving in the memory 12. There-
after, the restoring unit 26 restores the information (1-C)
stored in the memory 12 into the register group C that
has already been saved.

Effect

[0097] As described above, even if the computing de-
vice 10 includes a large-sized context register, it is pos-
sible to reduce a transfer amount of register information
to the memory 12. Consequently, the computing device
10 can reduce the time taken for a context switch between
the plurality of processes.
[0098] Furthermore, it is conceivable to use a method
of previously preparing a register used for the saving;
however, the number of pieces of the hardware is in-
creased and it is hardly a favorable method in view of a
cost or the like. In contrast, the computing device 10 ac-
cording to the first embodiment can detect a register
group, without providing a register that is used for the
saving, that is less frequently used from among the reg-
ister groups that are normally used by processes in a
shared manner and can set the detected register group
as the register group for the saving. Namely, the com-
puting device 10 can dynamically change, by using a
process schedule or the like, the register group that is
used for the saving. Consequently, the computing device
10 can reduce the number of pieces of the hardware,
implement a reduction in cost, and implement effectively
use the register groups. Furthermore, the computing de-
vice 10 can also reduce the processing load of the proc-
essor.
[0099] Furthermore, because the computing device 10
can dynamically create a register use plan and detect a
use plan of the register group, the computing device 10
can detect a register group at the save destination without
depending on a program.
[0100] In general, in a compiler, at the time of transla-
tion, the list of register groups that are used in a function
is calculated for each function. Thus, because the com-
piler manages the mapping of a register and a variable
or manages whether a register is used or not used re-
garding the program that is being translated, the compiler
can list the registers that are used in the function. Fur-
thermore, because the computing device 10 stores a reg-
ister use plan in the header of the execution binary data,
the computing device 10 can easily read a register use
plan when the process is executed.
[0101] Furthermore, the computing device 10 can as-
sociate a register use plan with the program structure, if
the process has been ended, the computing device 10
also can delete the register use plan from the memory
12 and can implement a reduction in memory usage.
[0102] Furthermore, because the computing device 10
can save information in a register group that is not used
by a process after the switching, the computing device
10 can reduce the time taken for the saving. Furthermore,
the computing device 10 can further save information in
a register group that is not used by a subsequent process
from among the register groups that are not used by the
switched processes, the computing device 10 can effi-
ciently use the register group and can further reduce a
memory access.
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[b] Second Embodiment

[0103] In the embodiment described above, two proc-
esses, i.e., the process 1 and the process 2, have been
described; however, the processes are not limited to
these and the same processing may also be used for
three or more processes. FIG. 13 is a schematic diagram
illustrating a control example of a plurality of processes.
FIG. 13 indicates the relationship between the process
schedules and the register groups and indicates the con-
tent of each of the stored register groups.
[0104] As illustrated in FIG. 13, if the computing device
10 switches to the process 1, the computing device 10
saves the information for the process 2 stored in the reg-
ister group A into the register group D that is not used by
the process 1. Then, the computing device 10 restores
the information stored in the register group C into the
register group A.
[0105] Subsequently, when the computing device 10
switches from the process 1 to the process 2, the com-
puting device 10 saves the information for the process 1
that is used by the process 2 and that is stored in the
register groups A and B into the register groups C and
D that are not used by the process 2. Thereafter, the
computing device 10 restores the information for the
process 2 stored in the register group D and the informa-
tion for the process 2 stored in the memory 12 into the
register groups A and B, respectively.
[0106] Subsequently, when the computing device 10
switches from the process 2 to the process 3, the com-
puting device 10 sets the register groups A and B that
are not used by the process 3 to the candidate register
at the save destination. However, the computing device
10 specifies that the process 2 that is executed later uses
the register group A and specifies that the information
that is stored by the current register group A is the infor-
mation in the register group A for the process 2. Conse-
quently, the computing device 10 sets the register group
B as the register that can be saved.
[0107] Furthermore, the computing device 10 specifies
the register groups C and D that are used by the process
3 as the save target; however, the computing device 10
specifies that the subsequent process 1 uses the infor-
mation stored in the current register group D. Conse-
quently, the computing device 10 retains, in the register
with priority, the information stored in the register group
D and saves the content held in the register groups B
and C into the memory 12. Subsequently, the computing
device 10 saves the information in the register group D
held by the information in the register group B of the proc-
ess 1 into the register group B. Then, the computing de-
vice 10 restores the information for the process 3 held
by the memory 12 into each of the register groups C and
D.
[0108] Subsequently, when the computing device 10
switches from the process 3 to the process 1, the com-
puting device 10 sets the register groups A and D that
are not used by the process 1 as the candidate register

at the save destination. Then, because the information
stored in the register group A is supposed to be used by
the subsequent process 1, the computing device 10 de-
cides only the register group D to be the save destination.
[0109] Furthermore, because the information for the
process 3 is held in the register group C that is planned
to be used by the process 1, the computing device 10
decides the register group C as the target for the saving.
Then, after the computing device 10 saves the informa-
tion held in the register group D that is a candidate register
in the memory 12, the computing device 10 saves the
information for the process 3 held in the register group
C into the register group D. Thereafter, the computing
device 10 restores the information for the process 1 held
in the memory 12 into the register group C.
[0110] Subsequently, when the computing device 10
switches from the process 1 to the process 2, the com-
puting device 10 sets the register groups C and D that
are not used by the process 2 as the candidate registers
at the save destination. Then, because the information
for the process 1 is held in the register group B that is
supposed to be used by the process 2, the computing
device 10 decides the register group B as the target for
the saving.
[0111] Normally, after the computing device 10 saves
the information held in the register groups C or D that is
a candidate register into the memory 12, the computing
device 10 saves the information for the process 1 held
by the register group B into the register group C or D.
However, the computing device 10 specifies that the in-
formation held by the register groups C and D is the in-
formation that is used by the subsequent process.
[0112] Consequently, the computing device 10 deter-
mines, if the information stored in the register group D
that is a candidate register is held in the register, that the
switching time can be further reduced at the time of
switching the process 3 that is executed thereafter. Ac-
cordingly, after the computing device 10 saves the infor-
mation in the register group B that is targeted for the
saving into the memory 12, the computing device 10 re-
stores the information for the process 2 held in the mem-
ory 12 into the register group B.
[0113] In this way, even if three or more processors
are used, the computing device 10 can perform the proc-
ess in the same manner described in the first embodi-
ment. Furthermore, the computing device 10 can decide
the save destination by understanding the use plan of
the subsequent process and the further subsequent proc-
ess. Consequently, the computing device 10 can further
effectively use the register groups and can implement a
reduction in memory access.

[c] Third Embodiment

[0114] In the above explanation, a description has
been given of aspects of the embodiments according to
the present invention; however, the present invention
may also be implemented with various kinds of aspects
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of embodiments other than the aspects of embodiments
described above. Therefore, another embodiment will be
described below.

Use plan

[0115] In the embodiments described above, an exam-
ple of automatically creating a register use plan or a proc-
ess schedule has been described; however, the embod-
iments are not limited to these. For example, the com-
puting device 10 may also use a register use plan or a
process schedule that is manually created by a program
developer or the like.

Register

[0116] In the embodiments described above, an exam-
ple of using a register group has been described; how-
ever, the embodiments are not limited to these and may
also perform execution for each register. Furthermore,
in the embodiments described above, an example of ex-
ecuting an FP owner function has been described; how-
ever, the embodiments are not limited to these and, even
if normal process switching is performed, the same
processing can be performed.

Example of saving

[0117] In the embodiments described above, an exam-
ple of saving information in an unused register when a
process is switched has been described; however, even
at the time of switching to the subsequent process, it is
also possible to determine whether a register is saved.
For example, if the register in which information is saved
in accordance with the switching of processes is used
for the subsequent process, the information is further
saved in a free register or a free memory.

System

[0118] Furthermore, the components of each device
illustrated in the drawings are not always physically con-
figured as illustrated in the drawings. In other words, the
components may also be configured by separating or
integrating any of the devices. Furthermore, all or any
part of the processing functions performed by each de-
vice can be implemented by a CPU and by programs
analyzed and executed by the CPU or implemented as
hardware by wired logic.
[0119] Of the processes described in the embodiment,
the whole or a part of the processes that are mentioned
as being automatically performed can also be manually
performed, or the whole or a part of the processes that
are mentioned as being manually performed can also be
automatically performed using known methods. Further-
more, the flow of the processes, the control procedures,
the specific names, and the information containing vari-
ous kinds of data or parameters indicated in the above

specification and drawings can be arbitrarily changed un-
less otherwise stated. For example, each of the process-
ing units included in the switching unit 23 may also arbi-
trarily be integrated or separated and the detecting unit
24 may also further execute the processing that is exe-
cuted by the saving unit 25.
[0120] Furthermore, by reading and executing the pro-
gram, the computing device 10 operates as an informa-
tion processing apparatus that executes a process con-
trol method. Namely, the computing device 10 executes
a program that executes the same function as that per-
formed by the compiling unit 21, the execution unit 22,
and the switching unit 23. Consequently, the computing
device 10 can execute a process that executes the same
process as that performed by the compiling unit 21, the
execution unit 22, and the switching unit 23. Furthermore,
the program mentioned in the embodiment is not limited
to be executed by the computing device 10. For example,
the present invention may also be similarly used in a case
in which another computer or a server executes a pro-
gram or in which another computer and a server coop-
eratively execute the program with each other.
[0121] The program can be distributed via a network,
such as the Internet. Furthermore, the program is stored
in a computer-readable recording medium, such as a
hard disk, a flexible disk (FD), a CD-ROM, an MO, and
a DVD. Furthermore, the program can also be imple-
mented by a computer reading the program from the re-
cording medium.
[0122] According to an aspect of the embodiments, it
is possible to reduce the time taken to perform a context
switch.

Claims

1. A computing device (10) comprising:

a plurality of registers (13c) that store therein
information that is used by each process to ex-
ecute processing;
a saving unit (25) that saves, when a process
which is executed is switched from a first proc-
ess to a second process and when the second
process does not plan to use a second register
in the plurality of registers (13c), information
stored in a first register that is being used by the
first process into the second register and that
saves, when the second process plans to use
the second register, information stored in the
first register into a storage device (12); and
a detecting unit (24) that detects the second reg-
ister from among the plurality of registers (13c)
by using plan information in which starting ad-
dresses of functions included in the second
process are associated with information in the
registers that are used by the function.
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2. The computing device (10) according to claim 1,
wherein
when the second register is detected by the detecting
unit (24), the saving unit (25) saves the information
stored in the first register into the second register
and, when the second register is not detected by the
detecting unit (24), the saving unit saves the infor-
mation stored in the first register into the storage
device (12).

3. The computing device according to claim 2, wherein
the detecting unit (24) extracts, from the plan infor-
mation on the basis of a program counter that indi-
cates a start position of the second process, plan
registers that are planned to be used by the second
process and detects, as the second register, a reg-
ister that is not included in the plan registers.

4. The computing device according to claim 2, further
comprising a compiling unit (21) that creates, when
a program in each of which the content of each of
the processes is described is compiled, the plan in-
formation by extracting information that is stored in
a register and that is used by each of the functions
for each function and that adds the plan information
to execution binary data of the program, wherein
when the program is executed, the detecting unit ac-
quires the plan information from the execution binary
data.

5. The computing device according to claim 3, wherein
the detecting unit (24) extracts, from the plan infor-
mation associated with a third process that is exe-
cuted after the second process, on the basis of a
program counter that indicates a start position of the
third process, plan registers that are planned to be
used by the third process and detects, as the second
register from among the plan registers that are as-
sociated with the second process, a plan register
that is not included in the plan registers associated
with the third process.

6. The computing device according to claim 1, wherein,
when a process is switched from the second process
to a third process that uses the first register, the sav-
ing unit (25) saves, when the third process does not
plan to use a third register, information stored in the
first register that is being used by the first process
into the third register and saves, when the third proc-
ess plans to use the third register, information stored
in the first register into the storage device (12).

7. A process control method comprising:

saving, when a process which is executed is
switched from a first process to a second proc-
ess and when the second process does not plan
to use a second register in a plurality of registers

(13c) that store therein information that is used
by each process to execute processing, infor-
mation stored in a first register that is being used
by the first process into the second register; and
saving, when the second process plans to use
the second register, information stored in the
first register into a storage device (12),
wherein the second register from among the plu-
rality of registers (13c) is detected by using plan
information in which starting addresses of func-
tions included in the second process are asso-
ciated with information in the registers that are
used by the function..

8. A computer-readable recording medium having
stored therein a process control program that, when
executed, causes the computing device according
to claim 1 to execute a control process comprising:

saving, when a process which is executed is
switched from a first process to a second proc-
ess and when the second process does not plan
to use a second register in a plurality of registers
(13c) that store therein information that is used
by each process to execute processing, infor-
mation stored in a first register that is being used
by the first process into the second register; and
saving, when the second process plans to use
the second register, information stored in the
first register into a storage device (12),
wherein the second register from among the plu-
rality of registers (13c) is detected by using plan
information in which starting addresses of func-
tions included in the second process are asso-
ciated with information in the registers that are
used by the function.

Patentansprüche

1. Berechnungsvorrichtung (10), aufweisend:

mehrere Register (13c), die Informationen spei-
chern, die von jedem Prozess dazu verwendet
werden, eine Verarbeitung auszuführen;
eine Speichereinheit (25), die, wenn ein Pro-
zess, der ausgeführt wird, von einem ersten Pro-
zess zu einem zweiten Prozess umgeschaltet
wird, und wenn der zweite Prozess nicht plant,
ein zweites Register der mehreren Registern
(13c) zu verwenden, Information, die in einem
erstes Register gespeichert ist, das von dem
ersten Prozess verwendet wird, in das zweite
Register speichert, und, wenn der zweite Pro-
zess plant, das zweite Register zu verwenden,
Information,
die in dem ersten Register gespeichert ist, in
einer Speichervorrichtung (12) speichert; und
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eine Erfassungseinheit (24), die das zweite Re-
gister aus den mehreren Registern (13c) unter
Verwendung von Planinformationen erfasst, in
denen Startadressen von Funktionen, die in
dem zweiten Prozess enthalten sind, Informati-
onen in den Registern zugeordnet sind, die von
der Funktion verwendet werden.

2. Berechnungsvorrichtung (10) nach Anspruch 1, wo-
bei
wenn das zweite Register von der Erfassungseinheit
(24) erfasst wird, die Speichereinheit (25) die Infor-
mation, die in dem ersten Register gespeichert ist,
in das zweite Register speichert, und wenn das zwei-
te Register nicht von der Erfassungseinheit (24) er-
fasst wird, die Speichereinheit die Information, die
in dem ersten Register gespeicherte ist, in der Spei-
chervorrichtung (12) speichert.

3. Berechnungsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 2, wobei
die Erfassungseinheit (24), aus den Planinformatio-
nen, auf der Basis eines Programmzählers, der eine
Startposition des zweiten Prozesses anzeigt, Plan-
register extrahiert, für die nicht geplant ist, von dem
zweiten Prozess verwendet zu werden, und als das
zweite Register ein Register erfasst, das nicht in den
Planregistern enthalten ist.

4. Berechnungsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 2, ferner
aufweisend eine Kompilierungseinheit (21), die,
wenn ein Programm, in jedem davon der Inhalt jedes
der Prozesse beschrieben ist, kompiliert wird, die
Planinformationen für jede Funktion durch Extrahie-
ren von Information erzeugt, die in einem Register
gespeichert ist und die von jeder der Funktionen ver-
wendet wird, und die die Planinformationen zu binä-
ren Ausführungsdaten des Programms hinzufügt,
wobei wenn das Programm ausgeführt wird, die Er-
fassungseinheit die Planinformationen aus den bi-
nären Ausführungsdaten erzeugt

5. Berechnungsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 3, wobei
die Erfassungseinheit (24), aus der Planinformation,
die einem dritten Prozess zugeordnet ist, der nach
dem zweiten Prozess ausgeführt wird, basierend auf
einen Programmzähler, der eine Startposition des
dritten Prozesses anzeigt, Planregister extrahiert,
die planmäßig von dem dritten Prozess verwendet
werden sollen, und als zweites Register aus den
Planregistern, die dem zweiten Prozess zugeordnet
sind, ein Planregister erfasst, das nicht in den Plan-
registern enthalten ist, die dem dritten Prozess zu-
geordnet sind.

6. Berechnungsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei,
wenn ein Prozess von dem zweiten Prozess auf ei-
nen dritten Prozess umgeschaltet wird, der das erste
Register verwendet, die Speichervorrichtung (25),

wenn der dritte Prozess nicht plant, ein drittes Re-
gister zu verwendet, Information, die in dem ersten
Register gespeichert ist, das von dem ersten Pro-
zess verwendet wird, in das dritte Register speichert,
und, wenn der dritte Prozess plant, das dritte Regis-
ter zu verwenden, Information, die in dem ersten Re-
gister gespeichert ist, in der Speichervorrichtung
(12) speichert.

7. Prozesssteuerungsverfahren, aufweisend:

Speichern, wenn ein Prozess, der ausgeführt
wird, von einem ersten Prozess zu einem zwei-
ten Prozess umgeschaltet wird, und wenn der
zweite Prozess nicht plant, ein zweites Register
von mehreren Registern (13c) zu verwenden,
die Informationen speichern, die von jedem Pro-
zess dazu verwendet werden, eine Verarbei-
tung auszuführen, von Information, die in einem
ersten Register gespeichert ist, das von dem
ersten Prozess verwendet wird, in das zweite
Register;
Speichern, wenn der zweite Prozess plant, das
zweite Register zu verwenden, von Information,
die in dem ersten Register gespeichert ist, in
eine Speichervorrichtung (12),
wobei das zweite Register unter den mehreren
Registern (13c) unter Verwendung von Planin-
formationen erfasst wird, in denen Startadres-
sen von Funktionen, die in dem zweiten Prozess
enthalten sind, Informationen in den Registern
zugeordnet werden, die von der Funktion ver-
wendet werden.

8. Computerlesbares Aufzeichnungsmedium mit ei-
nem darin gespeicherten Prozesssteuerungspro-
gramm, das bei Ausführung die Berechnungsvor-
richtung gemäß Anspruch 1 veranlasst, einen Steu-
erungsprozess auszuführen, der aufweist
Speichern, wenn ein Prozess, der ausgeführt wird,
von einem ersten Prozess zu einem zweiten Prozess
umgeschaltet wird, und wenn der zweite Prozess
nicht plant, ein zweites Register von mehreren Re-
gistern (13c) zu verwenden, die Informationen spei-
chern, die von jedem Prozess dazu verwendet wer-
den, eine Verarbeitung auszuführen, von Informati-
on, die in einem ersten Register gespeichert ist, das
von dem ersten Prozess verwendet wird, in das zwei-
te Register; Speichern, wenn der zweite Prozess
plant, das zweite Register zu verwenden, von Infor-
mation, die in dem ersten Register gespeichert ist,
in eine Speichervorrichtung (12),
wobei das zweite Register unter den mehreren Re-
gistern (13c) unter Verwendung von Planinformati-
onen erfasst wird, in denen Startadressen von Funk-
tionen, die in dem zweiten Prozess enthalten sind,
Informationen in den Registern zugeordnet werden,
die von der Funktion verwendet werden.
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Revendications

1. Dispositif informatique (10) comprenant :

une pluralité de registres (13c) qui stockent des
informations qui sont utilisées par chaque pro-
cessus afin d’exécuter un traitement ;
une unité de sauvegarde (25) qui sauvegarde,
lorsqu’un processus qui est exécuté est permuté
d’un premier processus en un deuxième proces-
sus et lorsque le deuxième processus ne planifie
pas d’utiliser un deuxième registre de la pluralité
de registres (13c), des informations stockées
dans un premier registre qui est utilisé par le
premier processus dans le deuxième registre et
qui sauvegarde, lorsque le deuxième processus
planifie d’utiliser le deuxième registre, des infor-
mations stockées dans le premier registre dans
un dispositif de stockage (12) ; et
une unité de détection (24) qui détecte le deuxiè-
me registre parmi la pluralité de registres (13c)
en utilisant des informations de planification
dans lesquelles des adresses de départ de fonc-
tions incluses dans le deuxième processus sont
associées à des informations dans les registres
qui sont utilisés par la fonction.

2. Dispositif informatique (10) selon la revendication 1,
dans lequel
lorsque le deuxième registre est détecté par l’unité
de détection (24), l’unité de sauvegarde (25) sauve-
garde les informations stockées dans le premier re-
gistre dans le deuxième registre et, lorsque le
deuxième registre n’est pas détecté par l’unité de
détection (24), l’unité de sauvegarde sauvegarde les
informations stockées dans le premier registre dans
le dispositif de stockage (12).

3. Dispositif informatique selon la revendication 2, dans
lequel l’unité de détection (24) extrait, à partir des
informations de planification sur la base d’un comp-
teur de programme qui indique une position de dé-
part du deuxième processus, des registres de pla-
nification qui sont planifiés pour être utilisés par le
deuxième processus et détecte, en tant que deuxiè-
me registre, un registre qui n’est pas inclus dans les
registres de planification.

4. Dispositif informatique selon la revendication 2,
comprenant en outre une unité de compilation (21)
qui crée, lorsqu’un programme dans lequel est décrit
le contenu de chacun des processus est compilé,
les informations de planification en extrayant des in-
formations qui sont stockées dans un registre et qui
sont utilisées par chacune des fonctions pour cha-
que fonction et qui ajoute les informations de plani-
fication pour exécuter des données binaires du pro-
gramme, dans lequel

lorsque le programme est exécuté, l’unité de détec-
tion acquiert les informations de planification à partir
des données binaires exécutées.

5. Dispositif informatique selon la revendication 3, dans
lequel l’unité de détection (24) extrait, à partir des
informations de planification associées à un troisiè-
me processus qui est exécuté après le deuxième
processus, sur la base d’un compteur de programme
qui indique une position de départ du troisième pro-
cessus, des registres de planification qui sont plani-
fiés pour être utilisés par le troisième processus et
détecte, en tant que deuxième registre parmi les re-
gistres de planification qui sont associés au deuxiè-
me processus, un registre de planification qui n’est
pas inclus dans les registres de planification asso-
ciés au troisième processus.

6. Dispositif informatique selon la revendication 1, dans
lequel, lorsqu’un processus est permuté du deuxiè-
me processus en un troisième processus qui utilise
le premier registre, l’unité de sauvegarde (25) sau-
vegarde, lorsque le troisième processus ne planifie
pas d’utiliser un troisième registre, des informations
stockées dans le premier registre qui est utilisé par
le premier processus dans le troisième registre et
sauvegarde, lorsque le troisième processus planifie
d’utiliser le troisième registre, des informations stoc-
kées dans le premier registre dans le dispositif de
stockage (12).

7. Procédé de commande de processus comprenant :

la sauvegarde, lorsqu’un processus qui est exé-
cuté est permuté d’un premier processus en un
deuxième processus et lorsque le deuxième
processus ne planifie pas d’utiliser un deuxième
registre d’une pluralité de registres (13c) qui
stockent des informations qui sont utilisées par
chaque processus pour exécuter un traitement,
des informations stockées dans un premier re-
gistre qui est utilisé par le premier processus
dans le deuxième registre ; et
la sauvegarde, lorsque le deuxième processus
planifie d’utiliser le deuxième registre, des infor-
mations stockées dans le premier registre dans
un dispositif de stockage (12),
dans lequel le deuxième registre parmi la plura-
lité de registres (13c) est détecté en utilisant des
informations de planification dans lesquelles
des adresses de départ de fonctions incluses
dans le deuxième processus sont associées à
des informations dans les registres qui sont uti-
lisés par la fonction.

8. Support d’enregistrement lisible par ordinateur dans
lequel est stocké un programme de commande de
processus qui, lorsqu’il est exécuté, amène le dis-
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positif informatique selon la revendication 1 à exé-
cuter un processus de commande comprenant :

la sauvegarde, lorsqu’un processus qui est exé-
cuté est permuté d’un premier processus en un
deuxième processus et lorsque le deuxième
processus ne planifie pas d’utiliser un deuxième
registre d’une pluralité de registres (13c) qui
stockent des informations qui sont utilisées par
chaque processus pour exécuter un traitement,
des informations stockées dans un premier re-
gistre qui est utilisé par le premier processus
dans le deuxième registre ; et
la sauvegarde, lorsque le deuxième processus
planifie d’utiliser le deuxième registre, des infor-
mations stockées dans le premier registre dans
un dispositif de stockage (12),
dans lequel le deuxième registre parmi la plura-
lité de registres (13c) est détecté en utilisant des
informations de planification dans lesquelles
des adresses de départ de fonctions incluses
dans le deuxième processus sont associées à
des informations dans les registres qui sont uti-
lisés par la fonction.
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